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SOCIAL MEDIA GOALS AND INTENT

 Improve communication with general public & design communities 

(providing a more casual, personal channel for communication)

 Showcase our designers and their personalities, creativity/talent

 Showcase our portfolio of work and position GLP for new projects

 Optimize search engine results

 Build brand recognition

 Facilitate recruitment and retention

 Remain current and relevant with social media age



CHANNELS, AUDIENCE, 

BRAND



SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS

 GLP blog

 Facebook

 LinkedIn

 Twitter

 YouTube (look into as a possibility)

Traditional Media Channels:

 GLP website

 E-blasts

 PR

 White papers



TARGET AUDIENCE

 B2B audience (other businesses, designers, 

industry experts, vendors, etc)

 Potential clients looking for clean, modern, timeless 

design



GLP BRAND PERSONALITY

 Knowledgeable design expert

 Fun and friendly

 Easy to communicate with

 Relate to audience and connect with them 

visually/aesthetically



GLP BLOG



GLP BLOG PURPOSE

 Reach ideal design client

 Provide design expertise

 Showcase projects

 Increase GLP brand awareness

 Improve search engine results



GLP BLOG CHALLENGES

 Too many design blogs already in existence—blog would have to be 
creative and fresh to add real value to the design commmunity

 Not enough relevant content or topics to keep blog from being stale—
what real value is being added to the GLP brand by publishing a blog? 
What does GLP hope to gain by publishing a blog? Would it add to or 
detract from our design reputation?

 Must not sound too promotional

 Not enough contributors on our staff (designers are busy, don’t have 
time to contribute blog posts)—in order for blog to sound authentic, it 
must be written by our design experts

 No established social media fan base—in order to have a successful 
blog following, you need to establish your fan base first

 Recommendation: Hold off on GLP blog until social media fan 
base/following has been established. See if enough content/blog posts 
can be compiled in the next six months to go live with a blog.



POSSIBLE BLOG CONTENT & 

CALENDAR

 Content

 Posts regarding specific designer inspirations

 Posts regarding noteworthy trends in design 

(environmentally-friendly products, sustainability, etc)

 Feature GLP projects once complete and discuss 

design details

 Calendar

 Publish once monthly

 Have at least six blog posts in reserve

 Re-visit idea of publishing blog in 2012



BLOG EXAMPLES

BCG:

Perspectives



BLOG EXAMPLES

Prophet: 

Aaker on 

Brands



SOCIAL MEDIA IMPLEMENTATION:

FACEBOOK



FACEBOOK GOALS

 Increase number of likes on GLP Facebook page 

(build fan base)

 Provide useful information and be a resource to those who follow 

the GLP page (updates, news, interesting articles, etc)

 Provide a platform on which fans can interact with GLP and 

provide feedback

 Nurture client/partner relationships online by connecting with them 

on Facebook and promoting their brand in the hopes that they will 

return the favor

 Showcase our portfolio of work

 Showcase our individual designers



FACEBOOK

INFO

 Update/add all basic 

information on 

Facebook page 

(company overview, 

description, mission, 

awards, products, etc.)

 Provide all necessary 

links to Twitter and GLP 

website

 Add Atelier Gary Lee 

Grand Opening to 

Events tab



FACEBOOK

PHOTOS

 Add portfolio photos to GLP 

FB page

 Add charity involvement

photos



FACEBOOK PARTNER PAGES

The goal is to show that GLP is dedicated to supporting organizations that 
promote education, creativity, and wellness within the community. GLP should like 
the following partners who are active/established on Facebook:

 Atelier Gary Lee

 Halcon

 AIA Chicago

 IIDA

 American Institute of Architects New York

 ALS Association

 Almost Home Kids

 Chicago House

 DIFFA Chicago

 Greater Chicago Food Depository

 Howard Brown Health Center

 Sweet Miss Givings Bakery



FACEBOOK CLIENT PAGES

Goal: Nurture client relationships online by connecting with them on 

Facebook and Twitter and by promoting their brand in hopes that they 

will return the favor. 

Possible client Facebook pages to like:

 Sepia Restaurant

 YMCA

 The Boston Consulting Group

 Etc…



FACEBOOK CONTENT & FREQUENCY

Types of Facebook posts:

 Project completion announcements, news, updates, photos (as 

occurs/available)

 Mentions in publications (as occurs/available)

 Links to GLP press releases

 Event invitations/announcements (i.e., showroom grand opening)

 New products/furniture (as occurs/available)

 Relevant articles regarding design industry (once a week) 

 Trivia, questions, surveys (once a month)

 New employee announcements (as occurs/available)

 Other posts (as suggested by our own designers)



FACEBOOK POST EXAMPLES



FACEBOOK POST EXAMPLES



SOCIAL MEDIA IMPLEMENTATION:

LINKEDIN AND TWITTER



LINKEDIN GOALS AND ACTIONS

Goals:

 Provide corporate profile w/basic info about firm and its staff

 Provide short updates/news about GLP

 Use LinkedIn to recruit (post new job openings)

 Provide platform for employees to show their affiliation w/GLP

Actions:

 Make sure all current employees have GLP listed as their employer

 Provide updates on the GLP company page, same as Facebook and 

Twitter updates



TWITTER GOALS AND ACTIONS

Goals:

 Provide short updates, 
news, etc (140 
characters or less)

 Provide links to articles

 Retweet other interesting 
articles, tweets, news 

 Stay active on Twitter by 
tweeting at least once 
weekly

Actions:

 Add company bio on 
Twitter

 Follow partner 
organizations and clients 
on Twitter

 Start tweeting



SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION AND

SCHEDULE



PROMOTION VIA GLP WEBSITE

February, 2012 — Several ways to add the following social media icons 

to the GLP website: Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter



PROMOTION VIA OTHER CHANNELS

February, 2012 — Social Media Promotion

 Send e-blast to invite everyone to like our FB page and 

follow us on Twitter

 Send internal email and ask everyone at GLP to like our 

FB page and follow us on Twitter and for them to ask 

their friends/colleagues to do the same

 Ask partner organizations/clients to do the same 



SOCIAL MEDIA PLAN

SUMMARY



SUMMARY AND SUGGESTED ACTIONS

Social Media Analysis and Tools:

 Because our goal at this point is not to generate business through social 

media, but to interact with fans and the community, our first priority is to 

establish an online/social media presence. Monitoring and analysis is a 

second priority and can be done using Google Analytics (code is already 

added to website) and Facebook’s analytics tool.

 Hootsuite or Tweetdeck may be used in the future to facilitate posting to 

all three social networks, however, posts are so infrequent currently and 

are of varying length that they do not warrant using either.  



SUMMARY AND SUGGESTED ACTIONS

Search Engine Optimization (SEO):

 In lieu of using the blog to improve SEO, two pages of the GLP website 

(Background and Philosophy) need to be rewritten to include key words 

that would improve our rankings in search engine results.

 Examine whether “project description” text in portfolio section is readable 

by web crawlers—if not, redesign website copy to optimize search engine 

results.

 Some important key words/terms to include (but not limited to): 

 interior design firm 

 Chicago

 law firms, corporate, residential, hospitality

 interior designers/architects

 LEED certification

 modern design



SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS

Immediate Focus (February 2012):

 Bring GLP up to date by establishing complete and active profiles on 
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn

 Promote via website and e-blast to gain fan base

 Add key terms to GLP website to improve GLP’s search engine 
standings

Future Focus (late 2012):

 Start compiling relevant and timeless blog posts to be published in 
future months

 Re-visit idea of developing GLP blog, content, contributors in next 6 
months based on how many blog posts are written
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